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Focus Initiatives for 2019, No. 1:
Creating Organizations Resilient to Changes in the Market
Environment

To propose even better office spaces and work styles to customers, KOKUYO searched for our own work style reform unique
to KOKUYO. What is the ideal organization and work style that KOKUYO seeks?

Breaking Away from the Past and Fostering a New Corporate Culture and Climate

In KOKUYO’s history of 115 years since being established, we have grown while selling items from paper products and
stationery to office furniture as well as expanding into the spatial design business. As part of our growth process, our growth
model in the past was to efficiently produce standard products in bulk and bring value to the market. Today, the market
environment has changed significantly, and we are in an era where it is getting harder to expect growth by following what we
have done so far. Product life cycles are becoming shorter and companies are expected to always provide new added value.
Against such changes in the environment, many companies in Japan are not making progress in transforming employee
mindsets or breaking away from existing work styles. They are unable to escape from the intense success stories of an era
when the focus was on selling things. KOKUYO also faces this issue of breaking away from various common knowledge within
the company arising from such a past and fostering a new corporate culture and climate.
To overcome this issue and for both KOKUYO and our employees to grow sustainably, we aim to be an organization that is
resilient to changes in the market environment and accepts diversity. This is against the backdrop of KOKUYO always being
particular about drawing out value from our employees in our operation strategy.

Increasing Individual Autonomy toward an Organization That Grows Together with People

To draw out value from our employees is to increase employee autonomy and allow each person to better apply the value they
inherently have. We aim to create an organization resilient to changes with diverse values by gathering autonomous
individuals who innovate together. I think increasing the autonomy of each employee means having employees take ownership
of issues—such as the kind of corporate culture and climate they want to work in, the type of work they want to do, and how
they want to grow through work—and expand their scope of action based on their own initiative. If existing work environments
and systems are hindering factors, it is necessary to remove them. We are planning and implementing various initiatives as
work style reform unique to KOKUYO toward realizing these goals.
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Toward Realization of Work Flexibility and Better QOL

As for specific initiatives, we have two major ones. They are to revamp our core personnel system and to transform our work
styles and welfare system. For the former, we have established a system that makes it easier to directly link results with
compensation compared to the past.
For the latter, as part of creating systems for developing employee autonomy, we are working on a plan that can be applied to
employees regardless of position, attributes, or age. The aim is to create opportunities for health, learning, and growth by
building systems and frameworks allowing employees to choose their time and place of work on their own as well as by
establishing welfare support meeting the diverse needs of employees.
Furthermore, since two years ago, we have been working on flexibility in working conditions, such as allowing employees to
choose on their diverse work styles that are not bound by time and place. This includes the limited-period trial named “Exciting
Smart Work” that promotes the implementation of teleworking and utilization of satellite offices. Always paying attention to the
way time is used, the theme is about how to use the 24 hours each day that everyone is given equally. It is not aimed only at
creating time by doing current work even more efficiently. The change in the way we use time that we hope to achieve is the
approach of reducing working hours by reviewing existing work styles and methods so as to create and invest time for realizing
individual growth and better QOL.

Accelerating Reform in Preparation for Further Changes

At present, many companies are likely to be implementing work style reform not because they must do it but because it is
better to do so. However, the issues faced by Japan—including a low birth rate and ageing population—and other factors such
as the development of AI technologies are moving with increasing speed. As society’s requirements rapidly grow strong, it is a
matter of time before work style reform becomes something we must do. For KOKUYO to be a company chosen and needed
by people and society, I think it is necessary to undertake reform starting from now and further accelerate it.
The various measures we are currently undertaking are just means for achieving our targets. We hope to make steady
progress toward sustainable growth and the creation of an organization with diversity resilient to changes in the market
environment while sharing with employees the vision KOKUYO is aiming for and deepening their understanding of this vision.
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Focus Initiatives for 2019, No.2:
Safeguarding Biodiversity

KOKUYO Seeks to Safeguard Forest Resources, which are Indispensable to its Business

If we divide the greenhouse gas emissions of KOKUYO’s entire supply chain into three—Scope 1 “Direct emissions from
owned or controlled sources,” Scope 2 “Indirect emissions from the generation of purchased energy,” and Scope 3 “all
indirect emissions not included in Scope 2”—then Scope 3, Category 1 “Purchased goods and services,” accounts for
approximately 78 percent of our emissions. In other words, raw materials used for KOKUYO products (including container
and packaging materials) have the greatest impact on the environment. Of these raw materials, more than 70 percent are
sourced from forests—these include paper and wood-based materials—and demonstrate forest resources are
indispensable to the business of the KOKUYO Group. For this reason, KOKUYO is proactively engaged in forest
conservation activities. One of these activities is the Yui-no-Mori Project, which we launched in 2006.
* Refer to “Global Warming Preventive Measures” in CSR Data
Breakdown of Scope 3 Emissions

Breakdown of Raw Materials Used by the KOKUYO
Group
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Productizing Wood from Thinning, and Aiming to Balance our Business Activities with Forest
Conservation

Japan’s forests are poorly managed, and the resulting deterioration in forest
functions has become a societal issue. As part of its forest conservation activities,
in the 1990s KOKUYO began using recycled paper, FSC-certified paper, and wood
produced by thinning in its products. In 2006, KOKUYO started thinning poorly
managed forests, and, in order to effectively use the resulting wood, launched the
Yui-no-Mori Project in Shimanto Town, Kochi Prefecture. Currently, the applicable
area of Yui-no-Mori has grown to 5,425 hectares, and the total thinned forest has
expanded to 1,789 hectares.
Total area covered by Yui-no-Mori, and
The Yui-no-Mori Project also helps to prevent global warming. The project has
total CO2 absorbed
been awarded CO2 Absorption Certificates by Kochi Prefecture since 2007; it
absorbed 6,689 tons of CO2 in FY2018, with the cumulative total from April 2006 to March 2019 now standing at 56,314
tons.
* Related information: Yui-no-Mori Project

Protocol counter

Thinning activities

Contributing to Local Communities through our Lake Biwa Conservation Activities

KOKUYO Product Shiga Co., Ltd., which is responsible for producing KOKUYO’s core paper products, carries out its
manufacturing activities near Lake Biwa, which supplies water to the 14.5 million people living in the Kinki region. In 2007,
the company launched the ReEDEN Project to safeguard the precious Lake Biwa environment, and carries out business
activities in collaboration with local communities.

Biwako Stationery

Mowing the reeds

Eliminating non-native fish

The ReEDEN Project aims both to preserve and to utilize the reed beds that exist near Lake Biwa, and so raise awareness
of how they are deteriorating. Reed beds play a vital role as habitats to a diverse range of wildlife; they also absorb CO2
and, as they grow, they help purify water by absorbing nitrogen and phosphorous.
Reeds were previously used for making reed screens, roofs, and other products. However, as lifestyles changed, reeds
ceased to be used for such purposes; reed beds were no longer maintained and fell into a state of dilapidation.
As part of the ReEDEN Project, KOKUYO Product Shiga cuts down dead reeds in winter, then uses the reeds in the
production of the ReEDEN Series—a series of products it develops and sells as a new way of using the reeds.
* Related information: ReEDEN Project
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KOKUYO’s Biodiversity Conservation Activities are Widely Praised

Through the Yui-no-Mori and ReEDEN Projects, and other business activities, KOKUYO has contributed to the resolution of
societal issues for more than 10 years.
In recognition of their outstanding results, the Yui-no-Mori Project received the Excellence Award at the Low Carbon Cup
2019, and the Minister of the Environment Prize in the Corporate Category of the 7th Ministry of the Environment’s Good
Life Award, and the ReEDEN Project received the Judging Committee Special Prize at the Award for Companies Promoting
Experience-based Learning Activities for Youth, and the Grand Prix at The Biodiversity Japan Award 2019.
Altogether, the Yui-no-Mori Project has received five awards in three consecutive years, while the ReEDEN Project has
received 13 awards in five consecutive years.
Going forward, the KOKUYO Group will continue to promote activities aimed at realizing a sustainable society.
* Related information: Commendations and Recognition from External Parties

Grand Prix at The Biodiversity Japan Award 2019 (ReEDEN)

Award in the corporate category of the Minister of the Environment
Prize at the 7th Ministry of Environment Good Life Award (Yui-noMori)

ReEDEN

2008

Special Recognition Prize in the Green
Purchasing Award

2009

Merit Award in the Eco Products Award

2013

Certified by Kokocool Mother Lake
Selection/td>

Yui-no-Mori
Online and catalog sales “Yui-no-Mori” series received
commendation award at Japan Shop System Awards
2008

Grand Prize at the Kaueco Grand Prix

2015

Honorable mention in the company award for
the fostering of environmentally-aware
personnel
Reed calligraphy pen recognized as one of The
Wonder 500TM collection of products

2016

Reed calligraphy pen awarded the Hanayaka
Kansai Selection Prize

2017

Biwako Template won the Japanese Stationery
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of the Year Award for Excellence in the Design
Category
Shiga Biodiversity Grand Prize

2018

Shiga Prefecture Low-Carbon Society
Development Award

Green Wave Award at the Biodiversity Action Award
Japan 2018

Japan Water Prize’s Minister of Economy,
Trade and Industry Award
Judging Committee Special Award in the
Award for Companies Promoting Experiential
Activities for Youth

Commendation Award at Low Carbon Challenge Cup
2019

Excellence Award at The Biodiversity Japan
Award 2019

Award in the corporate category of the Minister of the
Environment Prize at the 7th Ministry of Environment
Good Life Award

2019
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